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The influence of nuclear dissipation on the formation and decay of corn-
pound nuclei is studied with the y-ray decay of the giant dipole resonance
(GDRb  built on highly excited states. The compound nuclei ls4Yb,  16’Er,
and l1 Sn were produced with very mass-asymmetric and with more mass-
+ymmetric  target/projectile combinations. While the y-ray spectra from
the more symmetrically formed leoEr and le4Yb  show large deviation from
statistical model prediction, the reaction leading to “‘Sn show no such devi-
ations. We discuss a possible explanation of these observed entrance channel
effects qualitatively within the particle exchange model.

1. Introduction

The fusion of heavy nuclei is known to be much more complex than it appeared in
the early days of heavy-ion physics. Most of the early fusion data could be accounted
for very well by simple static one dimensional potential models.’ However about a
decade ago, the importance of dynamical effects began to be appreciated. TWO very
striking (and superficially contradictory) effects have been extensively documented:
1) Fusion induced by heavy beams below the nominal Coulomb barrier is generally
very much enhanced beyond prediction of static one dimensional barrier penetration
models.’ 2) Exceeding the one dimensional potential energy barrier is not enough to
ensure fusion: under certain conditions a so called “extra push” is required.3  Both
these effects depend on the dynamics of the fusion process. The extra push effect
was predicted in a series of papers published about ten years ago by Swiatecki and
aollaborators  exploring the effects of dissipative dynamics on heavy-ion reactions.4
Many effects of dissipation have been studied experimentally over the last decade.

Once the reactants pass inside a saddle point in the complex multi-dimensional
configuration space describing the reaction, fusion is considered to have occurred. The
system is then expected to evolve rapidly toward an equilibrated compound nucleus.
One would expect, in general, that dynamical effects could influence this evolution
toward equilibrium, however, the time scale for the equilibration has generally been




























